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an end-to-end solution
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CD-adapco is a multinational computer software company that authors and
distributes applications used for computer-aided engineering. The company is best
known for its computational fluid dynamics (CFD) products. It has over 30 years
of experience in delivering industrial strength engineering simulation, and with its
products STAR-CD and STAR-CCM+, the company provides the world’s most CFD
solutions. Mr. Stefan Holst, EMAG Application Specialist at CD-adapco, highlights
their recent integration of STAR-CCM+® and SPEED™: “The link between SPEED™
and STAR-CCM+® creates a total electric machine solution.”
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A key component in CD-adapco’s

“Engineering Success”, says Mr. Holst,

portfolio, STAR-CD is a simulation

CD-adapco
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to

solution for internal combustion
engine development. CD-adapco has
been actively involved with in-cylinder
analysis from its inception and there
are many engines in production around
the world today that have benefitted
from detailed analysis using STAR-CD
and es-ice. Mr. Holst says: “Although
CFD analysis of in-cylinder flow and
combustion has been established for
over 30 years, the demands for
increasing accuracy, flexibility, speed of
turnaround and closer integration of
analysis into engine development
programs have never been greater. We
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stress.

STAR-CCM+.

“It’s
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comprehensive engineering simulation
inside a single integrated package,”

A press release on the subject states

says Mr. Holst. “STAR-CCM+ is

that SPEED™ performs a 2D magnetic

developed to be accurate, efficient,

design using both analytical equations

easy to use, and easily to scale up. Over
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possible,” Mr. Holst adds.

achieving a state of the art design,”
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deployed
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says Mr. Holst. That is the reason that
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In May 2014, CD-adapco announced it

STAR-CCM+® takes the SPEED™

Website: www.cd-adapco.com

has integrated SPEED™ with STAR-

simulation results, converts their 2D

CCM+® to provide motor design
engineers with an end-to-end solution.
SPEED™ is the leading all-in-one tool
for characterising almost all main
classes of electric machines and drives.
“Over the past 25 years, millions of
electric motors were produced with
designs that have been developed
using SPEED. However, as performance
requirements for electric machines
increase, designers have to embrace

Changing tools made easy ‐ central motor
parts are imported as a parametric CAD into
STAR‐CCM+, further parts are added from
arbitrary CAD source.

the vitally important aspect of thermal
analysis alongside the fundamental
electromagnetic

design.

Hence

engineers demand more from their
electric machine related design and
analysis tools,” says Mr. Holst. To
enable them to remain competitive in
today’s world of ever-increasing

Initial design in SPEED based on
parametrized geometry template
tuned by 2D FE analysis including
loss density distribution

Model updates in
both directions

3D CFD in STAR‐CCM+ ensures efficient
and reliable cooling design, thermal loading
is mapped from SPEED 2D to STAR‐CCM+ 3D
model too

